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Abstract 

The paper studies the sources of gender segregation on the within-firm level and its effect on 
gender wage gap. In compare to numerous of papers devoted to gender segregation, this research 
is based on unique personnel data from one of Russian industrial firm for the period from 2002 
to 2006. It’s shown that generation and fastening of segregated employment structures can be 
explained, firstly, by initial job assignments and, secondly, by gender differences in promotion 
paths for male and female workers. Estimations of the gender wage gap afford to conclude that it 
is largely driven by gender segregation between job positions and hierarchical levels rather than 
by workers’ characteristics. 

 

I. Introduction1,2 

Gender segregation is considered as an unequal distribution of male and female workers 

across sectors, industries, occupations and jobs. Traditionally gender segregation is researched as 

a characteristic of labor market at whole and this approach is widely presented at the most part of 

papers (Anker, 1998; Blau et al., 1998; etc.). At the same time it is obviously that segregation 

arises at the level of concrete jobs and is based on the peculiarities of employees’ and employers’ 

behavior. This is the reason for looking inside the firm, that will help us to get known the 

mechanism of appearance of gender segregation and its effect on the results of work for male 

and female employees.   

The economic theory explains the existence of gender segregation as a consequence of 

employer’s behavior in several ways. First of all, gender segregation is treated as a result of 

underinvestment in human capital of female workers in comparison with investments in human 

                                                 
1 This paper was prepared in framework of the project “Economic and Social Consequences of Industrial 
Restructure in Russia and Ukraine” financed by the European Comission. Inna Maltseva also thanks for financial 
support the Scientific Foundation of the State University – Higher School of Economics (individual grant #08-01-
0078) and Center of Fundamental Researches of the State University – Higher School of Economics.  
2 We thank Vladimir Gimpelson, Irina Denisova, Hartmut Lehmann, Anna Lukyanova, Sergey Roshchin and the 
participants of workshop at the SU-HSE (October, 2009) for their very useful comments, suggestions and help.   
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capital of male workers due to the less expected period of return on women human capital 

(Barron et al., 1993; Becker, Lindsay, 1994). As a result, women and men have got possibilities 

to occupy jobs that demand different requirements for professional and qualificational 

characteristics of workers.  Secondly, discriminative practice of hiring and career promotion 

leads to conditions when male and female workers are concentrated at different jobs within the 

internal labor market (Becker, 1971; Lazear, Rosen, 1990; Coate, Loury, 1993; Becker, Lindsay, 

1994; Baldwin et al., 2001; Wirth, 2001; Ransom, Oaxaca, 2003; Blau, De Varo, 2006). 

It is obviously that factors which provide and support within-firm gender segregation do 

not correspond to the only labor demand issues. However this research is carried out within the 

framework of the internal labor market concept and it’s focused on the behavior of employers. 

According to this focus we consider: a) firm’s policy of hiring that can be un-neutral to gender 

and b) differences in within-firm career paths for male and female workers as explanations for 

the gender segregation existence which are lying on the demand-side. Differences in within-firm 

career paths for male and female workers can be traced in different speed and directions of 

promotion. For example, women can be more likely involved into horizontal labor mobility in 

contrast to men who are more likely to participate into vertical labor mobility. Moreover, Lazear 

and Rosen (1990) authors argue that more able women are passed over in favor of less able men. 

If women have the same ability as men, they have lower promotion probability and earn less. As 

a result it is possible to observe different speed and various directions for men and women career 

paths.  

 Within-firm gender segregation can be explained also with the “glass ceiling” and “glass 

walls” concept (Wirth, 2001).  According to the “glass ceiling” model, there are some constrains 

for women promotions, when they finish their careers at lower hierarchical levels than men. On 

the contrary men don’t have any limitations for their within-firm career promotions.  

“Glass walls” model describes a practice of hiring process for women when they initially 

get job assignments without any perspectives for further career promotions. As a result the 

vertical segregation has appeared. Women are concentrated at lower hierarchical levels in 

contrast to men which dominate at higher hierarchical positions. This phenomenon is widely 

presented at the Russian enterprises as argued in the recent research (for instance, Roshchin, 

Solntsev, 2006; Maltseva,  Roshchin, 2006). 

Analysis of the within-firm gender segregation allow us not only to find out the factors that 

affect the probability of career promotions for male and female workers, but also to estimate 

consequences of existed gender differences in employment structure and career promotions. 

There are numerous confirmations to the following evidences: in average women earn less 

because they are concentrated in the low-paid job places; segregation is a main source for gender 
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differences in wages (Ogloblin, 1999; Bayard et al., 2003; Groshen, 2001; Jurajda, 2005; 

Oshchepkov, 2006, etc.). 

Therefore studying of scales and causes of gender segregation and estimation of its 

consequences as well are very important for elaboration of effective labor market policy to 

equalize gender disproportions for career opportunities and labor activity outcomes for male and 

female workers.   

Most studies devoted to gender segregation issues explore the national data or matched 

“employer - employee” data bases. At the same time there are some evidences of the existence of 

gender segregation at the firm level (e.g. Blau, DeVaro (2006), Baldwin et al. (2001), Ransom, 

Oaxaca (2003)). Using the firm-level data allows us look at the place where segregation arises 

and can help to answer several questions about influence of hiring and promotion policy on 

segregation: Which positions do initially intend for female or male workers? What are the 

promotion paths inside the firm? Who – men or women – are likely to move along them? Do the 

promotion paths differ for workers of different gender? Are there job positions that are 

inaccessible for women? Besides, the firm-level data also grant an opportunity to test a 

hypothesis about the role of gender segregation in generation of gender wage differences. 

Unfortunately, there is rather small number of empirical studies which are devoted to 

gender segregation within the internal labor market. It’s explained by the difficulties to get an 

access to proper information concerning issues of employment, wages and other types of 

payments.  

Among this scanty literature, for instance, there is the paper by Ransom and Oaxaca 

(2005). They use the firm-level data about the personnel of a big retail company. They founded 

out that segregation within the firm appeared due to initial assignments, when some job places 

initially were occupied either by male or female employees. They also argued that male workers 

had higher level of labor mobility within the firm than female workers.  

Data about the personnel of one of the Russian manufacturing enterprise were used as a 

base for the research carried out by Friebel and Panova (2007). They made a conclusion that 

male workers are more likely getting a promotion than female workers. 

Influence of unequal distribution of male and female workers between different job levels 

on gender wage gap is studying in paper of Dohmen, Lehmann, Zaitseva (2008). Authors show 

that the most significant gender wage gap is observed among production workers and it directly 

depends on job segregation: female workers are concentrated at the low paid job places.  At the 

same time differences between male and female wages for workers who occupy the same job 

positions are rather small. The considered paper is very interested due to one more detail:  it is 
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constructed on information about personnel and wages of Russian manufacturing firm (1997-

2002) and data used at the paper are very similar to those we have explored in this research.  

We have got at command a unique data about personnel of Russian manufacturing 

enterprise which is located at the Siberian region. The data are disaggregated in maximum grade 

and thanks to this they provide the most complete and adequate information about gender 

segregation since all job position are fully determined within the given firm so that each job title 

are carefully described. In another words research at the firm level allows us to look at the level 

where segregation arises, because there is no different functional fulfillment for occupations or 

job positions which have the same title so there is no any possibility for shadowing of real 

gender segregation “picture” as it has happened when gender segregation is analyzed on the base 

of the national-level data.   

Gender segregation appears at the job place levels or within internal labor markets. 

Therefore research approach to gender segregation analysis at the within-firm level open new 

opportunities to clarify on the one hand a mechanism for forming of gender segregation and 

factors which are laid at the background of this mechanism and on the other hand – estimate 

influence of gender segregation on earnings.  

 

2. Some facts about the firm  

The data we use in this research came from the manufacturing located in one of the 

largest city in Western Siberia. The firm was set up in the years of the Second World War on a 

base of a plant evacuated from Central Russia region. At the very beginning of 1990-th the firm 

took part at privatization process (1992-1994). Several affiliated firms have been established by 

the firm in this period. During the privatization process the workers, managers and new affiliated 

firms became the owners of the firm. By the middle of 2000 years it accumulated a lot of 

problems: nonpayment in budget, incomplete portfolio of orders from customers, huge financial 

losses, tax debts. As it is shown at the table 1 by the year 2004 production output (in physical 

units) was only 53.2% to the level of 2000.     

In spite of decreasing of production output  the number of employees in average per year 

wasn’t cut at the period from 2001 till 2005 and it was even higher than in 2000 (figure 1). On 

the one hand the compared dynamic demonstrates non-effective personnel policy which has led 

to appearance of excessive employment at the firm. On the other hand the situation of over-

employment can be partly explained by specific features of the production process. The firm has 

two essential peculiarities. The first one is an unique and narrow specialization and derived from 
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these features the high level dependence from quality and reliability links with all clients, the 

number of which is more than 400.  At the domestic market the firm has only 4-5 competitors.  

The second specific feature of the firm is connected to personnel and high level of 

requirements to specific human capital, i.e. professional skills and qualification accumulated at 

the specific job place thanks to tenure effect. Obviously, the firm’s top-management was 

thinking of economic conjuncture improvement and was hopeful that consumer’ orders would 

increase, so they were trying to store qualified workers who posses a specific human capital.3 

Basic method used by the firm’s top-management for preventing labor force turnover was 

increasing of the nominal wages at the beginning of 2000. According to data from table 1, the 

dynamic of average wage absolutely non adequate to directions where production output 

changed to.  In 2000 – 2004 the production output decreased almost by two times, but at the 

same time average wage increased more than by two times. It should be noted that in this period 

the nominal wage per month at the enterprise was 1.5 times higher compared to regional indices 

and 1.26 – 1.36 times higher than in Russia.4 

Partially supporting of competitive level of the firm’s wages was thanks to active position 

of the trade union chairman. One of the firm’s top manager said in his interview which took 

place at February, 2007, that only thanks to the trade union chairman activities there were regular 

reviewing and correcting of the collective agreements since the middle of 1990-th. Basically 

these corrections are related to wage indexation and keeping social benefits and guarantees for 

employees.  

Nevertheless the effectiveness of the efforts undertaken by the firm’s management was 

not enough. The enterprise was loading into series of the conflicts between owners by the middle 

of the 2000 years. At the same time the enterprise led up to bankruptcy by 2005 year. At this 

year the owner of the firm has changed. The new owner began the enterprise sanitation in 2006. 

In 2006-2007 production output increased, portfolio of orders from customers raised, all 

economic and financial indicators were improved, debt before budget and wage arrears were 

taken back. Wage growth in 2006-2007 was bigger than production output growth (table 1), but 

due to financial indicators improvement the wage growth exceeding did not lay as a burden at 

the enterprise budget. Nevertheless the head of HRM department expressed at his interview an 

anxious that high level of growth of monthly wage was provided first of all due to salary growth 

of workers employed at non-production sector at the enterprise. At the same time the offered 

                                                 
3 The strategy of worker’ storing has been observing at the Russian enterprises in 1990-th. As it’s shown by 
Kapelushnikov (Kapelushnikov, 2001, p.204), in 1995 – 1998 from 57 till 68% of manufacturing enterprises 
according to their managers’ opinion have got excessive personnel (Kapelushnikov, 2001, p.204). Almost 40% of 
such kind of enterprises (as managers said) applied the strategy of worker’ storing because they expected  that 
production  demand would increase (the same, p. 217). 
4 Russian Regions. Social and Economic Indicators. 2007. www.gks.ru 
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level of worker’ wage was not competitive at the local labor market in terms of it matching to 

level of requirement qualification and labor heaviness at the enterprise.   
 

3. Data and measurement issues 

The data base we have got at command includes the information about manufacturing 

firm’s personnel for the period 2002 - 2006. The data include information related to every 

worker employed at the enterprise for this considering period: 

general information: gender, date of birth, educational level;  

within-firm career: dates of hiring and separation; dates of beginning and ending of 

staying at the each job position within the firm, title of job position; 

wage information: types and size of payments (wages, premiums, bonuses etc.).  

Unfortunately, there was a lot of inconsistent information at the initial data, so we had to 

make many corrections. For instance, we cleaned data by recoding of occupations to exclude any 

situation when the same occupation has several different codes. There was also a problem of 

missing in variable of education. In a pooled sample this variable was missed in more than half 

cases. To solve this problem we calculated mean level of education for each job titles and impute 

this meanings to those observations where variable “education” was missed. 

To investigate the problem of gender segregation one has to have information about the 

hierarchical structure of employment at the firm. Our data don’t contain such kind of 

information. In this situation we followed to the paper by Friebel and Panova (Friebel, Panova, 

2007), where the hierarchical structure for one of the Russian enterprise was presented on the 

base of information from the HRM department. The firm’s hierarchy in that case includes 12 job 

titles that are located on five levels. Our discussions about this hierarchical structure with some 

heads of HRM departments from different Russian enterprises led us to conclusion that given 

hierarchical structure is typical for Russian enterprises especially if we take into account its 

history which is lasted from the Soviet time.  

In contrast to Friebel and Panova, we have not only information about “white collars” 

workers but “blue collars” workers too. So, created by us firm’s hierarchical structure consists of 

14 titles for job positions which are combined into 7 hierarchical levels (table 2). The additional 

job titles are workers and apprentices. 

Each job title combines several job positions which are very similar to each other in terms 

of titles and, thus, required functions to do. At the same time we can separate job positions which 

belong to production and non-production sectors of the firm. For instance, an engineer for labor 

organizing, engineer for certificating and the like were attributed to the job title “an engineer of 
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non-production sector”, while an engineer-mechanic, constructor, technician – to the job title “an 

engineer of production sector”. Unfortunately initial data don’t allow us to separate production 

workers according to their disaggregated levels in terms of qualification. That’s why all 

production workers’ positions were combined to one job title (and level) – worker.   

In its turn all 14 job titles aggregated to 7 job levels. Presented hierarchical levels are 

shared out mostly on the base of such criteria as a grade of responsibility for any employee 

possessed a job title within the level.  

Our sample consists of 1545 workers (388 – women; 1157 – men) who were employed at 

this firm at any time within the period 2002-2006. Usually employment structure is considered 

on a base of information on some time moment. This standard presentation of the employment 

structure allows us to have got a cut of the information and to found any changes have occurred 

for some period. But in this case we can’t take into account the cases of hiring and separation 

that could take place between two moments of observation. This can lead to some inaccuracy in 

measurement of gender segregation. For instance, if some job title were occupied during a year 

mostly by female workers who left the firm by the end of year, one will get the picture of bigger 

gender segregation.  

To avoid this problem we use (like Baker et al., 1994; Friebel and Panova, 2007) 

information about episodes of workers’ within-firm career to describe the firm’s employment 

structure. Each episode is duration of worker’s stay at any job position.  

There are many cases at the initial data base when episode of employment was not 

corresponding to real worker’s mobility from one position to another. As far as information 

about any working episode concentrated in HRM department therefore any event in working 

biography is reflected   in orders issued by HRM department. In other words, episodes very often 

don’t reflect information directly related to labor mobility, but connected to some information of 

wage changes: indexation, premiums, etc. In our analysis we ignore such kind of cases and 

consider only those episodes which demonstrate within-firm labor mobility of employees: 

promotions or demotions, hires and separations. For our sample we have 1804 episodes, among 

which 481 present women’s careers and 1323 – men’s. 

Information about duration of each episode of the worker’s career has been used for 

calculation a number of person-days for each job title and then for each job level. It became a 

base for measuring of the gender employment structure. 

To analyze gender wage gap we have constructed variables of average per year earnings 

for each individual. We consider earnings as all types of payments received by worker: not only 

wages, but premiums, bonuses as well.  This approach is argued by the next reasons. On the one 

hand earnings are the real reward of the worker for his or her labor efforts. On the other hand it is 
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known about high level of variable fees at a total sum of the earnings in Russian economy: 

according to expert estimations, as minimum one third of the earnings received by Russian 

workers is not strictly fixed (Gimpelson et al., 2007). Average earnings per year were inflated to 

2006 year price level using an official annual CPI for the region where the firm operates.  

For the purposes of the analysis of gender earnings gap we use pooled sample for the 

whole period from 2002 till 2006, where every individual is treated as independent observation. 

Total number of selecting data is 2855 observations. The gender employment structure based on 

these data is given on December of each year.  

 

4. Gender Employment Structure within the Firm and its Formation 

Table 3 shows an inequality in distribution of male and female workers between job titles 

and levels. The fraction of female workers is about 28% from the whole workers employed at the 

enterprise. And segregation exists at every levels of hierarchy. For instance, it is naturally for the 

industrial enterprise that “production workers” dominate among all employees. But while at this 

level 70% of male workers are employed, among women only every second works at this level. 

A considerable part of workers is also employed at the job titles of the fourth level (“high-

qualified workers”). And again we can see the segregation: 23% of all female workers are 

employed at these titles and only 15% of all male workers. The biggest difference in distribution 

of male and female work force among job titles is at the level of “middle-qualified workers”. 

Every fifth women is employed at this level, while among men it is not very spread (only about 

1.5% of all male workers of this firm work at any job title of this level). Especially low is a 

fraction of men employed at the title of “accountants” (0.03%). At the same time the smallest 

fraction of women (0.07%) is presented at the title and level of “top-management”. It is 

obviously, that the size of gender earnings gap depends on the earnings differences between male 

and female workers which are employed at these titles and levels, where their presence is highly 

unequal. 

The most widely used instrument for measuring the gender segregation level is the index 

of dissimilarity (also known as the Dunkan’s index). It is usually defined as:  

∑ −=
i

ii

M
M

F
FID

2
1 , 

where  Fi and Mi – the number of women and, relatively, men who occupy the job title i, F и M – 

the total number of employed women and men; i is changing from 1 till a number of the job titles 

at the firm.5 

                                                 
5 More detailed discussion of the methods for measuring of the gender segregation levels, their advances and 
inadequate is presented in Maltseva, Roshcin (2006).   
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The index calculated for distribution of male and female workers between job levels 

within the firm labor market is equal 25.88%. So that we have got a sum of shares for the men 

and women who need have changed a level to equalize women fraction at the each level with the 

share of women among all employees. There is no any sense to compare the received index with 

the same indicators taken for another enterprises because every ones have own (therefore 

different) hierarchical structure within firm labor market6. 

Researches devoted to gender segregation issues have demonstrated that grade of 

disproportions in distribution of male and female workers among levels and job titles has 

increased if one disaggregates the data on employment structure. We also can observe the same 

result. Data of table 3 show that if we move from the job levels towards the job titles within 

these levels, the index of dissimilarity has increased to 29.63%. The main contribution to size of 

this index makes an inequality in presence of male and female workers at the job title of 

“production workers”. We should also note the job titles of “economists”, “technicians”, 

“accountants”, which, to the contrary, are more widespread among women.  

The internal labor market of this firm is characterized by vertical segregation – a situation 

when women are underrepresented at the managerial positions. In firm’s hierarchy they are job 

titles of the first three levels: “top-management”, “heads of departments”, and “supervisors”. 

12.41% of all male workers were employed at these level during 2002 – 2006, and only about 

5.45% of all female employees. Moreover, we can see an obvious division of the “spheres of 

authority”: men are employed the managerial positions in the production divisions, and women 

are the heads of non-production departments. At the very peak of the career ladder of this firm 

the women are almost absent: only 0.07% of all female workers were employed at the job 

positions of “top-managers” while for male workers this figure is 3.67%. 

Gender differences in within-firm employment structure can also be showed by the rate 

of concentration of male and female workers at the different job levels / titles. It should be 

mentioned that high rate of men concentration at the levels and titles can be connected to low 

fraction of women at the certain enterprise and it doesn’t necessarily reflect existence of gender 

segregation.     

Measurement of the percent of women at each level / title allows us to indicate the job 

places which are “mostly women”. As it’s shown in Table 3, the highest concentration of women 

is observed at the job titles of “accountants” (99.07%), “planning technicians” (79.82%), 

“technicians” (74.76%), and “economists” (about 70%). The smallest fractions of women are at 

the job titles “top-managers” (0.77%), “supervisors” (0.96%), and “heads of production 

                                                 
6 For example, Ransom and Oaxaca (2003) have got dissimilation index for analyzed  enterprise, and it was equal to  
46%. 
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departments” (2.78%). As for the job levels, the percent of women exceeds their share in total 

employment (28%) only at three levels: “supervisors” (29.3%), “high-qualified workers” 

(36.44%), and “middle-qualified workers” (84.41%).  

As it was already stressed, non-equal distribution of male and female workers within the 

firm can have two sources. The first one connects to gender un-neutral hiring process.  In this 

case the employer prefers to hire at some particular jobs either women or men. The second 

source for segregation is connected to different directions and magnitude of labor mobility of 

male and female workers within a firm. In this case various career ladders for male and female 

can be observed.   

Table 4 presents the gender differences in hiring process. The start of each episode in our 

sample means the process of fulfilling a vacancy. It can be done either by hiring a new employee 

or by promotion of a worker who already works at this firm. From all episodes of all workers we 

singled out the share of those that were the first ones in within-firm’s career of the employees. 

The total share of hired from outside in 2002 - 2006 is 45.17% for this firm, and the more 

intensive hiring process is presented at the lowest job level which can be considered as the “port 

of entries” to the firm. We can observe that 97% of vacancies for “apprentices” are fulfilled by 

the applicants from the external labor market. This share is also pretty high for “production 

workers” (48.4%) and a little bit less for “middle-qualified workers” (42.77%). In contrast to this 

about 80% of vacancies at the job level “heads of departments” were fulfilled due to within-firm 

promotions.  

Share of female workers at the firm is not very big, so it is not wonder that hiring at 

practically all levels goes thanks to taking male workers. The only job level  – “middle-qualified 

workers” – is fulfilled primarily by woman (about 72% of all episodes among newly hired). 

Relatively high is a share women that are hired to the jobs of the level “high-qualified workers” 

(40.58%). And these are the levels where the big part of female workers is employed. In contrast 

to women men can be more likely to be hired almost at all hierarchical levels. So, we can 

conclude that preconditions for gender segregation existence arise already at the entrance of this 

internal labor market.      

It is interesting to note that female workers get top-management positions only due to 

hiring from the external labor market, but their share among hew-hired is not very high (12.5%). 

Moreover, during the analyzed period no one woman gets top-management position due to 

within-firm promotion.  

As we have mentioned earlier, rather high concentration of woman is observed among 

“supervisors”. According to our calculations (table 4) the main way for women to get the job 

from this level is to be promoted (a little bit more then 30% of all episodes of promotions for this 
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level).Within-firm mobility of female workers is also a way to fulfill the jobs of the level 

“middle-qualified workers”: 70.53% of all episodes of promotions to this level connect with 

women’s career.  

More detailed information about access to the job titles is presented in the table 5. We 

already noticed that at three levels if firm’s hierarchy (“heads of departments”, “supervisors”, 

and “high-qualified workers”) it’s possible to see the “male” and “female” directions, where 

women are more likely to employed at the non-production jobs, while men – at the jobs of 

production divisions. Table 5 shows that this structure is deriving from hiring practice and 

within-firm promotions. For instance, the share of women among new-hired to the job title 

“planning engineer” is 66.67%, to the jobs of the title “economist” – about 50%. At the same 

time more than 2/3 cases of hiring to the job title “engineer” are connected with hiring of men. 

Women have never been hired on such job titles as “head of production department” and 

“supervisors”, but they could occupy these positions through promotion (respectively, 59.26% 

and 45.45% of cases when the vacancies of these titles were fulfilled through promotion).  

 Table 6 presents data reflected possible ways how an episode of within-firm worker’s 

career can be ended: lack of mobility, changing of job title (promotion) or separation. As we can 

see, the magnitude of within-firm mobility is not high: only 16.24% of all episodes were finished 

due to worker’s promotion. The most of them (48.78%) were the last one in worker’s within-firm 

career. There are also some gender differences in magnitudes of within-firm labor mobility: 

more than a half of episodes for male workers career have probability to end by separation. In 

contrast to men female workers have longer connections with the firm: only 38.46% of episodes 

for female workers have probability to end by separation. If employee does not leave the firm he 

or she either moves to another position or stays at the same one. Here we also observe some 

gender differences: in comparing to men women are more likely to stay at the same position and 

to change it, as well.  

To analyze the career paths for male and female workers we have calculated the 

probabilities to move from one level to another (table 7 for women and table 8 for men). The 

probabilities are calculated not for the period form one fixed data to another, but for changes of 

episodes of within-firm worker’s career. These aren’t the transition matrixes in common sense. 

We took into account only cases of worker’s mobility between job titles. So, we ignored 

episodes when worker stays at his or her job title.  

First of all, one can observe considerable differences in career paths of male and female 

workers. Women do not have access to the highest positions through the promotion (table 7). As 

it was shown earlier, they can occupy these jobs only if they are hired from the external labor 

market. At the same time women can not transit from the lowest level – “apprentice” – to any 
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higher one. Women career ladder can be potentially constructed (in terms of probabilities) as a 

movement from the level “production workers” to the level “high-qualified workers” (probability 

of promotion in this direction is 47.37%) and then to the level “heads of departments” (30.3%). 

At the same time from the jobs of level “production workers” women can be promoted to the 

level “middle-qualified workers” (with probability 36.84%) but then to move to the previous 

level (33.33%) or to the job within this level “middle-qualified workers” (29.17%). 

In contrast to women male workers have evident potential career ladders within the firm. 

They can move from the lowest level “apprentices” via the next one (if an apprentice is 

promoted, he moves to the job of the level “production workers”, so the probability of such 

movement is 100%), then via the level “high-qualified workers” (probability of promotion in this 

direction is 54.05%) and finally to the level “heads of departments” (31.91%). One fact should 

be stressed: male workers can change the position of “heads of departments” on the position of 

“top-managers”: the probability of this promotion is 33.3%, but they have even higher 

probability (41.67%) to get demotion from the position “heads of departments” toward the lower 

position “middle-qualified workers”. At whole a probability of demotions exists both for men 

and for women at the enterprise.   

The second distinction in within-firm labor mobility of men and women is connected 

with the magnitudes of their movements between the job levels. As it was shown above, the 

main input in an extent of gender segregation at this firm makes under-representativeness of 

female workers at the level of “production workers”: here about 70% of all men are employed 

and only a half of all women. Tables 7 and 8 show that probability to get the job of this level due 

to within-firm promotion is higher for men than for women. Women can do this through moving 

from the levels “middle-qualified workers” (33.33%), “high-qualified workers” (24.24%), and 

“supervisors” (18.18%). From these levels male workers can move toward the level “production 

workers” with probabilities 25%, 27.66%, and 25%, respectively. The jobs of “production 

workers” also fulfilled by men employed at all other levels, including the highest ones. 

As for the jobs of other “male” level – “heads of departments”, – women have only two 

possible opportunities to get it through the within-firm promotion: if they move form the levels 

of “high-qualified workers” (30.30%) and “supervisors” (27.27%). Among men the vacancies of 

this level can also be fulfilled due to demotions: the probability of mobility from “top-managers” 

to “heads of departments” is 75%. 

At the same time the highest probability of male workers’ movement toward the most 

“female” level of firm’s hierarchy (“middle-qualified workers”) is for “production workers” 

(24.32%); the probabilities of mobility form other levels are small. The jobs of this level are 

fulfilled almost completely by women, either hired from outside or promoted.  
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As we have founded out earlier, women do not have access to the highest job titles. 

During the analyzed period women have not been presented at the top levels of firm’s hierarchy.  

Whether or not it means that the “glass ceiling” exists at the internal labor market, i.e. there are 

some constrains for women to access managerial positions7?  

On the one hand, women employed at this firm can’t get jobs at the highest levels of the 

firm's hierarchy by within-firm promotions. On the other hand, there is nonzero probability of 

hiring a woman at these jobs. Apparently this situation can be explained by specific history of 

the firm. For the considered period a changing of an enterprise’s owner took place several times. 

It is likely that women who were hired at the top management jobs went at the firm as members 

of a new management team. It is known that at the Russian enterprises women more often 

occupy managerial job places in such type of activities as an accounting, a human recourse 

management and sometimes a law. Specialists of listed profiles are not required a considerable   

specific human capital, they posses mainly general human capital. Besides that, for Russian 

conditions more important feature required by a head of enterprise is loyalty of top-management. 

Specific knowledge concerning peculiarities of the enterprise production activity and especial 

details of the enterprises performance at whole are accumulating due to tenure effect, so these 

knowledge and skills are possessed by employees who have been working at the enterprise for 

ages. Probably as male workers are the most part of the employees at manufacturing enterprise 

for whole its history as we can observe that representatives of male workers are the very fraction 

of employees promoted to the highest job titles within firm’s hierarchy.  

 

5. Gender Earnings Differences  

5.1. Methodology 

To estimate gender segregation effect on gender earnings gap we have used several 

approaches. The first one is a method of OLS for estimating of several specifications of modified 

Mincerian equation:  

,ln 3210 iiiii ZXMALEW εββββ ++++=  

where dependent variable is natural logarithm of real monthly earnings for individual i; MALEi – 

dummy-variable that is equal to 1 if individual i is a man; Xi – vector of individual characteristics 

(age, square of age, tenure and its square, educational level); Zi – vector of dummy-variables of a 

worker’s status within the firm’s hierarchy (job title and level).  

The coefficient at variable MALE has a key meaning for all specifications. It 

demonstrates an average percentage exceeding of men earnings in compare to women earnings 

                                                 
7 The concept of “glass ceiling” and “glass walls” has bee considered in details by I. Maltseva and S. Roshchin 
(2006): the authors give also estimations for scales of vertical gender segregation at Russian labor market. 
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(other conditions are equal).  Including into estimating equation additional determinants of 

earnings allows us to get more adequate meaning of this coefficient. For instance, if under 

including dummy-variables “job title” and “job level” into equation coefficient at variable 

MALE decreases, one can conclude  that hypothesis of the effect of gender segregation on 

gender earnings gap has been confirmed, as far as staying of worker at one or another job title 

draws out  to itself a part of gender’s influence on earnings.   

To study the factors which are in the background of gender earnings gap researchers 

traditionally have explored the decomposition method allowed to measure a different 

determinants contribute to gender earnings gap formation. This method gives an opportunity to 

calculate a contribution of different determinants to the meaning of gender earnings gap. On 

the base of this method we can observe gender differences in returns to human capital 

characteristics and role of their assignment at particular job titles and hierarchical levels.     

We base our analysis on the traditional Oaxaca-Blinder method for decomposition of the 

gender earnings gap (Oaxaca, 1973; Blinder, 1973): 

).*(*)(*)(lnln ffmmfmfm XXXXww βββββ −+−+−=−  

Here the first summand amounts to the part of the gap that is due to gender differences in the 

characteristics of workers (so called “explained part of gap”), while two last summands measure 

the contribution to the differences in returns to these characteristics (“unexplained part of gap”). 

In literature is widely discussed the problem of choosing *β  - coefficients vector that would be 

measure the non-discriminatory returns to characteristics. Following Neumark (1988), we use for 

*β a set of the reference coefficients obtained from a pooled model over both gender groups. 

 

5.2. Effect of gender segregation on gender earnings differences at the firm 

The fact of gender earnings differences existing is confirmed by data presented at Figure 

2. One can see smoothed densities of distribution of earnings logarithms which are measured as 

average month earnings for each employee and for each considering year. It is possible to see 

that earnings of men are higher in average than women. At the same time wage differences 

among women are higher than among men.  

To answer the question about effect of gender segregation on earnings differences of 

male and female workers, we have to pay attention on a size of average earnings of both gender 

groups employed at the same job titles (table 9). In average, male workers of the firm earn more 

than female workers. At the job levels where the most of women are employed the earnings 

difference is pretty high. For instance, a half of all women of this firm work at the level 

“production workers”, and the gap at this level is 30% in favor of men. The same situation is at 

the levels of “high-qualified workers” (22.7%) and “middle-qualified workers” (23.2%).  
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In spite of total gains in the average earnings that male workers have got, there are some 

job titles in the firm employment structure which is giving higher revenues for female workers 

occupied these job places. As we can see the difference in average month earnings at the job title 

“head of non-production department” is 23.6% in favor of women employed at this title. For the 

title “planning technician” this figure is even more: 65.7%. But, as we told earlier, a relatively 

small percent of the total employees (both women and men) is employed at these job titles. At 

the same time a concentration of the some gender group at these job titles is very high. For those 

job titles which are broadly extended among the employees or for those ones where male and 

female workers are presented at the equal proportion exceeding of average earnings received by 

male workers takes place. This obstacle put additional deposit to formation of gender wage gap.  

Following to methodology described above we have estimated gender earnings gap and 

the effect of gender segregation on it in different ways. Gender earnings gap at the firm in 

average is equal to 35.7% (the first specification). If we control on age, education level and 

tenure, the gender earnings gap increases up to 39.2% (the second specification). All control 

variables, as far as variable “MALE” are significant at the 1% level. Additional result we have 

got is a positive return to tenure. Recent researches devoted to estimation of human capital 

returns in Russia found out extremely low or even negative returns on specific human capital 

(see, e.g., Maltseva, 2009). In contrast to these studies on the particular firm level we observe a 

positive return to additional year of tenure, and it is equal to 3.7%.  

Extending of the estimated equation due to the dummy-variables of the job levels 

decreased gender earnings gap to 29.3% (specification 3). This result argues that women in fact 

are concentrated at the lower-paid job titles, since the job levels’ dummies partly assume a size 

of gender gap.  

Our estimations also show that the highest earning, that, other things being equal, the 

employees at the level of “top-management” have the highest earnings. For this firm it’s the true, 

that the lower the level at which the worker is employed is, the lower his or her earnings will be. 

There is the only exclusion from this tendency: “production workers” earn more than their 

colleagues from the upper level of “middle-qualified workers”. 

To find out how much the existed gender earnings gap can be explained by gender 

differences in workers’ characteristics and their assignments to job levels we follow to Oaxaca-

Blinder method to decompose gender earnings gap. The results presented in table 11 show that 

such workers’ characteristics as age, educational level, tenure and employment at particular job 

level at the firm’s hierarchy explain about 18% of total earnings gap of 35.7%.  

Differences between male and female workers in levels of education and tenure have no 

statistically significant effect on gender wage gap. At whole the most share of gender wage gap 
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is not explained by variables we included to estimating equation. It means that for men and 

women characteristics of their human capital and their assignments at hierarchical levels have 

got different returns in terms of wage size.  

Received results confirm hypothesis that between-level gender segregation has influence 

on earnings differences. If females and males workers were allocated the same way at 

hierarchical levels, gender gap would decrease. In another words, earnings gap between men and 

women who have the same age, education and tenure first of all is determined by level where he 

or she employed. In contrast, at this firm women and men are concentrated at different job levels 

and women are concentrated at low-paid job positions.  

Obviously gender earnings gap essentially varies between different job levels. Figure 3 

demonstrates raw and adjusted sizes of earnings gap. Raw gap is just an average difference in 

earnings and adjusted gap is a coefficient by variable “MALE” received from estimation of 

earning equation with control for age, tenure and educational level. It should be noticed there is 

no the seventh hierarchical level as it has only 22 observations.  

We can see that women employed at the first two hierarchical levels gain in terms of 

earnings. Having the same age, education and tenure male workers employed at the top-manager 

positions earn about 25% less then female workers.  Gains in earnings received by women are 

even more for the job level “heads of departments”. In this case earnings of men are 35% less in 

compare to women. Therefore earnings for these two levels decrease total gender gap, but its 

influence practically very modest because only about 3% of women are employed at the first two 

top job levels of the firm’s hierarchical ladder.   

Earnings of men employed at another levels are higher then earnings of women. This 

evidence is corresponded to findings got in the paper by Dohmen, Lehmann, Zaiceva (2008).  

The authors stress that for high-paid workers the reward system is more gender-neutral than for 

low-paid workers.  

The highest gender earnings gap in favor of men is observed at the level of “middle-

qualified specialists”. There is considerable share of women employed at this level and earnings 

of male workers employed at the same level are 54% (other things being equal). As we told 

earlier about two third of all employees are concentrated at two levels – “production workers” 

and “middle-qualified workers”. Therefore the gender earnings difference at these particular 

levels gives main contribution into the gender earnings gap’s formation. Figure 3 shows that men 

employed on these levels earn 28-35% more in compare to women. 

Then we test a hypothesis that contribution of explained variables to gender earnings gap 

formation depends on the level which the job title of an employee belongs to. Besides that, we 

should see, in what extent the size of gender gap depends on the fact that the levels include 
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different job titles. To understand this dependence we decompose the gender earnings gap for six 

levels – without and with job title within each level. Control variables are again age, educational 

level and tenure (table 12). 

Significant results we have got for the levels of “middle-qualified workers” and 

“production workers”. Explained part for the gender earnings gap at the level “production 

workers” is not very high, it is only equal to 25%. It can be explained by the fact that this level is 

not homogeny and includes workers with very different levels of qualification. Unfortunately our 

data do not allow us to share out titles within this group. But we can do it for “middle-qualified 

workers”. Including to the estimating equation the control variables affords to explain more then 

two third of total earnings gap. If we control on the job positions within this level a size of 

explained gap is increased from 62.4% to 74.4%. At this level women have advantages in 

characteristics of human capital (endowment), because the explained part leads to decreasing of 

gender earnings gap.   

The results also show that gender segregation within the level of “middle-qualified 

workers” gives the gains in earnings for women. As far we include into estimating equation 

dummy-variables for job titles the positive contribution of characteristics which are cut down on   

gender gap has increased.  At the same time the size of unexplained part of gender gap increased 

too. It means that men get higher return to accounted characteristics. Besides that, there could be 

other determinants of gender earnings gap which are not accounted by the model and work in 

favor of men.   

 

Conclusion 

The main outcomes we have got as the result of the research are follows. Internal labor 

market of analyzed firm is characterized by stable gender segregation, i.e. unequal distribution of 

male and female workers across job titles and hierarchical levels. The most fractions of male and 

female workers are concentrated at two levels: “production workers” and “high-qualified 

workers”. But while two third of men are employed as “production workers”, only half of all 

female workers works at this level. On the contrary, at the level of “high-qualified workers” 

about 23% of all women and only 15.31% of men are employed. Therefore we can observe non-

equal representation of male and female workers at the job titles and hierarchical levels within 

the firm that are demonstrated both by concentration and segregation.  

Vertical segregation also takes place within the internal labor marker. Only 7% of women 

worked at the positions of “top-management” (in contrast to 3.67% of all men), and their share at 

this level is only 0.77%. So we can observe that “glass ceiling” really exists within firm’s labor 
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market. Nevertheless we should note that they are presented at the middle-management positions 

of “heads of non-productive departments”.  

High level of gender segregation within this firm arises due to two causes. The first one is 

connected to un-neutral to gender firm’s hiring policy: the gender segregation employment 

structure is created at the entrance to the internal labor market. Women almost aren’t hired to the 

job titles and levels where men dominate. At the opposite side, men aren’t hired to the level with 

high concentration of women (for example, “middle-qualified workers”). The second cause is 

differences in within-firm career paths. Men and women have different magnitudes and 

directions of within-firm labor mobility.  

The analysis of gender differences in earnings demonstrated that male workers earn in 

average more than female workers. At the job levels where the most of women are employed the 

earnings difference is pretty high. Especially high the women’s loss in terms of earnings is at the 

levels where the most of women are employed. These are the levels of “production workers”, 

“high-qualified workers”, and “middle-qualified workers” (23.2%). In spite of earning gains of 

male workers at whole there are some job titles within firm employment structure which give for 

women employed at these job titles higher earnings in compare to men employed at the same 

positions: “heads of non-production departments”, “supervisors”, and “planning technicians”.  

Our estimates show that gender segregation at this internal labor market has real effect on 

gender earnings gap: women earn less than men because they concentrated at the low-paid job 

levels and titles. Women have some reward in average earnings at the top level of hierarchy, but 

their presence at these levels is almost unnoticeable.  

Decomposition of the total gender earnings gap of 35.7% reveal that this gap is almost 

unexplained by workers’ characteristics such as age, tenure, educational level, and employment 

at the particular level. It means that for men and women characteristics of their human capital 

and their assignments at hierarchical levels have got different returns in terms of wage size. 

As gender earnings gap varies between different job levels we look at the contribution of 

workers’ characteristics into it for each job level. Human capital elements explain more than 

60% of total gap at the levels “top-management” and “middle-qualified workers”. And the 

difference in these characteristics between men and women acts in favor of women, decreasing 

the gender earnings gap. The same we can say for the levels of “supervisors” and “production 

workers”, but the unexplained parts in these cases obviously dominate. 

The variables included into the model explain the total earnings gap better if we control 

on the job titles within the levels. For instance, within the level of “middle-qualified workers” 

their characteristics explain 62% of the gap. In this case segregation across titles works in favor 

of women. But influence of unexplained part (differences in returns to characteristics; 
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unobservable parameters) seems to be stronger. So, gender differences in earnings can be 

determined either other factors, influenced the earnings at this firm, or different approach to 

estimation of the identical work of men and women. 
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Appendix 

Table 1  

Main economic indicators of the firm’s performance, % 

Indicator 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005  2006  2007 2008 
Production Output 
(natural units) 

100.0 
 

72.6 69.4 88.7 53.2 67.7 91.9 80.6 
 

 

Number of Employees 
(in average per year) 

 
100.0 

 
105.7 

 
111.6 

 
121.4 

 
115.3 

 
98.9 

 
110.2 

 
110.5 

 
107.1 

Wage (in average per 
month) 

100.0 150.9 181.3 230.4 231.4 325.2 508.0 656.3 844.4 

Notes: Data are taken from the annual firm’s official reports; all indicators are given as percentage to 2000 year  

Table 2 

Firm’s Hierarchy 

Level Title 
1. Top-Management 1. Top-Manager 

        
2. Heads of Departments 

 
2. Head of Production 

Department  3. Head of Non-
Production Department 

        
3. Supervisors 4. Supervisor  5. Head of Bureau 

        

4. High-qualified Workers 6. Engineer 7. 
Foreman  8. Planning 

engineer 
9. 

Economist
        

5. Middle-qualified Workers   10. 
Technician 

11. 
Accountant 

12. 
Planning 

technician 
        

6. Workers 13. Worker     
        

7. Apprentices 14. Apprentice       
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Table 3 

Within-Firm Gender Employment Structure, 2002-2006, %  

Level female male % of 
female Title female male % of 

female
1. Top-management 0.07 3.67 0.77 top-manager 0.07 3.67 0.77 

head of 
production 
department 0.38 5.13 2.78 2. Heads of Departments 2.88 6.42 14.74 head of non-
production 
department 2.50 1.29 42.70 
supervisor 0.03 1.13 0.96 3. Supervisors 2.50 2.32 29.30 head of bureau 2.47 1.19 44.42 
engineer 7.24 7.73 26.53 
foreman 4.46 5.40 24.14 
planning engineer 1.80 0.64 51.99 

4. High-qualified 
Workers 22.76 15.31 36.44 

economist 9.27 1.54 69.94 
technician 9.39 1.09 76.79 
accountant 7.40 0.03 99.07 5. Middle-qualified 

Workers 19.66 1.40 84.41 
planning 
technician 2.88 0.28 79.82 

6. Workers 51.93 70.16 22.21 worker 51.93 70.16 22.21 
7. Apprentices 0.21 0.71 10.03 apprentice 0.21 0.71 10.03 
Total, person-days 1366223 3541387 27.84         
D 25.88       29.63     

Notes: Pooled sample. Employment structure is measured on a base of information about number of person-days per 
level / title. 
 

Table 4 

Access to levels 

Level 
Share of 

hired from 
outside 

Share of 
women 
among 
hired 

Share of 
promoted 

Share of 
women 
among 

promoted 

Total 
Share 

of 
women

1. Top-management 35.56 12.5 64.44 0 45 4.44 
2. Heads of Departments 21.24 8.33 78.76 22.47 113 19.47 
3. Supervisors 33.33 5.56 66.67 30.56 54 22.22 
4. High-qualified Workers 38.23 40.58 61.77 39.91 361 40.17 
5. Middle-qualified 
Workers 42.77 71.83 57.23 70.53 166 71.08 
6. Workers 48.4 13.04 51.6 21.94 998 17.64 
7. Apprentices 97.01 9.23 2.99 0 67 8.96 
Total, episodes 815 181 989 315 1804 26.66 

Notes: Pooled sample, 2002-2006. Observation is an episode of the worker’s intra-firm career. 
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Table 5 

Access to titles 

Title 

Share of 
hired 
from 

outside 

Share of 
women 
among 
hired 

Share of 
promoted 

Share of 
women 
among 

promoted 

Total Share of 
women 

1. top-manager 35.56 12.50 64.44 0.00 45 4.44 
2. head of production 
department 21.52 0.00 78.48 6.45 79 5.06 
3. head of non-production 
department 20.59 28.57 79.41 59.26 34 52.94 
4. supervisor 39.13 0.00 60.87 7.14 23 4.35 
5. head of bureau 29.03 11.11 70.97 45.45 31 35.48 
6. engineer 38.82 30.51 61.18 30.11 152 30.26 
7. foreman 20.99 29.41 79.01 28.13 81 28.40 
8. planning engineer 41.67 66.67 58.33 57.14 36 61.11 
9. economist 51.09 48.94 48.91 68.89 92 58.70 
10. technician 40.00 57.14 60.00 61.90 105 60.00 
11. accountant 57.58 94.74 42.42 100.00 33 96.97 
12. planning technician 35.71 90.00 64.29 77.78 28 82.14 
13. worker 48.40 13.04 51.60 21.94 998 17.64 
14. apprentice 97.01 9.23 2.99 0.00 67 8.96 

Total, episodes 815 181 989 315 1804 26.66 

Notes: Pooled sample, 2002-2006. Observation is an episode of the worker’s intra-firm career. 
 

Table 6 

Intra-firm mobility 

History of episod female male Total 
        

the same position 42.20 33.33 34.98 
promoted 19.33 12.77 16.24 
separated 38.46 53.89 48.78 

        
Total 100 100 100 

Total, episodes 481 1323 1804 
Notes: Pooled sample, 2002-2006. Observation is an episode of the worker’s intra-firm career, which can be ended 
by staying at the same position, or promotion, or separation. 
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Table 7 

Career opportunities for women 

Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 66.67 33.33 0 0 6 
3 0 27.27 0 36.36 18.18 18.18 0 11 
4 0 30.3 3.03 27.27 15.15 24.24 0 33 
5 0 12.5 0 25 29.17 33.33 0 24 
6 0 0 15.79 47.37 36.84 0 0 19 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
                93 

Notes. Figures in this matrix are the probabilities for female workers who moved between titles during 2002-2006 
to move from one level to another or to stay at the same level. Observation is an episode of the worker’s intra-firm 
career. 

Table 8 

Career opportunities for men 

Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Total 
1 0 75 0 12.5 0 12.5 0 8 
2 33.33 8.33 8.33 41.67 4.17 4.17 0 24 
3 0 25 0 37.5 12.5 25 0 8 
4 4.26 31.91 10.64 21.28 4.26 27.66 0 47 
5 0 15 25 35 0 25 0 20 
6 0 10.81 5.41 54.05 24.32 0 5.41 37 
7 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 21 
                165 

Notes. Figures in this matrix are the probabilities for male workers who moved between titles during 2002-2006 to 
move from one level to another or to stay at the same level. Observation is an episode of the worker’s intra-firm 
career. 

Table 9 

Gender earnings differences  

Level Gender gap Title Gender gap 
1. Top-management 0.043 top-manager 0.043 

head of production 
department 0.279 2. Heads of 

Departments -0.216 head of non-
production department -0.236 
supervisor -0.017 3. Supervisors 0.227 
head of bureau 0.201 
engineer 0.234 
foreman 0.244 
planning engineer 0.159 

4. High-qualified 
Workers 0.160 

economist 0.148 
technician 0.399 
accountant 0.056 5. Middle-qualified 

Workers 0.232 
planning technician -0.657 

6. Workers 0.300 worker 0.300 
7. Apprentices 0.168 apprentice 0.168 

Notes. Pooled sample, 2002-2006. Earnings are inflated to the 2006 price level on the base of the region CPI and 

calculated as a year’s average. Gender gap is calculated as )1(
m

f
w

w
− . 
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Table 10 

Determinants of monthly earnings, OLS, 2002-2006 

 (1) (2) (3) 
    
Gender (1=male) 0.357*** 0.392*** 0.293*** 
 (0.033) (0.030) (0.030) 
Tenure  0.037*** 0.033*** 
  (0.004) (0.004) 
Tenure- squared  -0.001*** -0.001*** 
  (0.000) (0.000) 
Age  0.060*** 0.049*** 
  (0.008) (0.007) 
Age- squared  -0.001*** -0.001*** 
  (0.000) (0.000) 
Education (Higher is omitted)    
Primary  -0.705*** -.395** 
  (0.120) (0.128) 
School  -0.263*** 0.009 
  (0.055) (0.065) 
Started professional  -0.417*** -0.102 
  (0.034) (0.052) 
College  -0.453*** -0.210*** 
  (0.036) (0.040) 
Level (top-management is omitted)    
Heads of departments   -0.487*** 
   (0.078) 
Supervisors   -0.849*** 
   (0.086) 
High-qualified workers   -0.982*** 
   (0.071) 
Middle-qualified workers   -1.100*** 
   (0.087) 
Production workers   -1.030*** 
   (0.081) 
Apprentices   -1.580*** 
   (0.277) 
Constant 8.61*** 7.44*** 8.56*** 
 (0.029) (0.170) (0.177) 
N 2855 2855 2855 
R-squared 0.044 0.196 0.268 

Notes. Pooled sample. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. *** - significant at 1%; ** - significant at 5%; 
significant at 10% 
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Table 11 

Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition of gender earnings gap, 2002-2006 

 Total gap -0.357***  
  (0.033)  
    
 Explained part  Unexplained part  
Age 0.023*** Age 0.778* 
 (0.008)  (0.048) 
Tenure -0.002 Tenure -0.0748 
 (0.006)  (0.386) 
Education -0.010 Education -0.241*** 
 (0.008)  (0.059) 
Level -0.075*** Level -0.164 
 (0.019)  (0.193) 
   Constant -0.591 
   (0.424) 
Total -0.064** Total -0.293*** 
 (0.021)  (0.030) 
N 2855    

Notes. Pooled sample. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** - significant at 1%; ** - significant at 5%; significant 
at 10% 
 

Table 12 

Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition of gender earnings gap across levels, 2002-2006 

Level Total gap S.E. Explained part without 
titles Explained part with titles 

    
 

coeff. S.E. 
share 

of 
total 

coeff. S.E. share 
of total 

1. Top-
management 0.250* (0.125) 0.168 (0.129) 0.671    

2. Heads of 
Departments 0.311* (0.121) -0.040 (0.061) 0.128 0.111 (0.094) 0.359 

3. Supervisors -0.255* (0.108) 0.079 (0.070) 0.308 -0.158 (0.099) 0.619 
4. High-
qualified 
Workers 

-0.283*** (0.054) -0.015 (0.019) 0.053 0.033 (0.026) 0.115 

5. Middle-
qualified 
Workers 

-0.330** (0.109) 0.206** (0.063) 0.624 0.246** (0.078) 0.744 

6. Workers -0.286*** (0.042) 0.071*** (0.018) 0.250    
Notes. Pooled sample. *** - significant at 1%; ** - significant at 5%; significant at 10% 
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Figures 

Figure 1. Production and employment at the firm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Notes. Drawn on the base of the annual firm’s official reports. Production is in a natural units.  

 

Figure 2. Gender Differences in Earnings 

 

Notes. Distribution of real earnings, pooled sample, 2002-2006. Earnings are inflated to the 2006 price level on the 
base of the region CPI and calculated as a year’s average. 
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Figure 3. Gender earnings gap across levels 
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Notes. Raw gap is a coefficient on the female dummy in the regression of ln earnings on this dummy. Adjusted gap 
is a coefficient on the female dummy in the regression of ln earnings on this dummy with control on age, education 
and tenure. 
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